
Workshop Evaluation

My objective of this workshop were met Agree

What was your primary motivation for 
attending?

1. Learn opinions and gaps in BMPs, knowledge/field 
2. Learn about BMPs - actually field practices

What has been your major learning, insight, 
or discovery?

In some cases there is a 'small view' of the problem looking 
at single wetlands or stands.  Wetlands are part of a bigger 
system and watersheds, they are landscape complexes and 
to understand 'what will work' we have to understand the 
big picture.  It seems like people just want to know what to 
do but there does seem to be people working towards a 
bigger understanding :) There is a lot to learn and DUC is 
heading there.

Will some of the information shared change 
the way your organization works?

I have some new ideas and I'm excited to look into them

The two things I liked best about this 
workshop were:

The discussions and the case studies

Table top discussions Strongly Agree

Concurrent sessions Strongly Agree

Plenary and keynotes Strongly Agree

BMP presentations Strongly Agree

Demos (IMES) Neutral

Closing conversations Neutral

Pecha Kucha Neutral

What aspect of this workshop would you 
change?  

Demos were not interactive and not that helpful, keynotes 
need more time, and there was a large focus on roads where 
there seems like there were a lot of people from the pipeline 
industry
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Facilitator created a safe environment for 
me to think  discuss

Strongly Agree

Any parting words of wisdom Next time maybe have each organization submit their BMPs 
and their questions before hand and have those listed in a 
book…. Then we have direction!  And we know what others 
are doing "cards on the table" even it it's candid.
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My objective of this workshop were met Agree

What was your primary motivation for 
attending?

To learn and understand more about the new wetland policy

What has been your major learning, insight, 
or discovery?

Learning how to deal with the water flow challenges within 
the wetland areas/

Will some of the information shared change 
the way your organization works?

Hopefully - it would be nice to implement the pile drive 
bridge building technique

The two things I liked best about this 
workshop were:

The opportunity for open conversations and the variety of 
technical information

Table top discussions Strongly Agree

Concurrent sessions Strongly Agree

Plenary and keynotes Strongly Agree

BMP presentations

Demos (IMES) Strongly Disagree

Closing conversations

Pecha Kucha Strongly Agree

What aspect of this workshop would you 
change?  

More time for the keynote speakers

Facilitator created a safe environment for 
me to think  discuss

Strongly Agree

Any parting words of wisdom Thank you for an amazing conference!
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My objective of this workshop were met Neutral

What was your primary motivation for 
attending?

Wetland knowledge in general, was hoping for more 
coverage of wetland replacement and how the government 
might facilitate this in the green zone

What has been your major learning, insight, 
or discovery?

Much of the discussions could apply to other topics.  In other 
words, the areas in which we are challenged on wetland 
BMPs are similar to other valued ecosystem components

Will some of the information shared change 
the way your organization works?

Excellent source of information when developing mitigation 
plans and standard operating procedures.  I must check up 
on our exploration practices (i.e.. Winter access roads)

The two things I liked best about this 
workshop were:

Variety in information delivery style and plenty of 
opportunity for audience interaction/ participation

Table top discussions Agree

Concurrent sessions Strongly Agree

Plenary and keynotes Agree

BMP presentations Agree

Demos (IMES) Neutral

Closing conversations

Pecha Kucha Strongly Agree

What aspect of this workshop would you 
change?  

You did a great job.  There may be other ways to run a 
workshop with good results as well, but your decisions were 
excellent and considered DU needs as well as audience 
needs.  Great job.

Facilitator created a safe environment for 
me to think  discuss

Agree

Any parting words of wisdom
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My objective of this workshop were met Strongly Agree

What was your primary motivation for 
attending?

Learn about BMPs - status of development, acceptability by 
regulator

What has been your major learning, insight, 
or discovery?

Wide range of stakeholders interested in this issue and 
moving it forward.  Really enjoyed Jaret with SaskPower talk, 
very good ideas for implementing BMPs

Will some of the information shared change 
the way your organization works?

Hard to say - I have some ideas to bring back

The two things I liked best about this 
workshop were:

Interactive nature and practical focus of the talks

Table top discussions Agree

Concurrent sessions Agree

Plenary and keynotes Agree

BMP presentations Strongly Agree

Demos (IMES) Neutral

Closing conversations Agree

Pecha Kucha

What aspect of this workshop would you 
change?  

I like the interactive nature but would modify the proportion 
of discussion to presentations (i.e.. More time for 
presentations).  I like the concept of the concurrent sessions 
but was difficult to hear.  Would have liked more time for the 
keynote speakers.  Demos were hard to evaluate how well 
something is organized or navigated at that scale of demo.  
Day one closing conversations were a bit long but discussion 
format was good.

Facilitator created a safe environment for 
me to think  discuss

Strongly Agree
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Any parting words of wisdom Thorsten and Paul could have used more time.  More 
structure or require people to move during afternoon table 
top would have been good, was hard to move tables because 
no one got up to make space at tables.  Overall very 
excellent workshop.  Was interesting, good level of detail, 
lots of great discussions, wide range of people!
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My objective of this workshop were met Strongly Agree

What was your primary motivation for 
attending?

Gain more information/ knowledge for different areas and 
how to move forward, working with the various areas that 
were present

What has been your major learning, insight, 
or discovery?

So many different sectors/ industries have similar issues or 
struggles and great ideas on moving forward or similar goals 
about how to proceed and work together

Will some of the information shared change 
the way your organization works?

Possibly.  Requires much more higher up input.  But 
definitely give us more inform to present to engage our 
organization to move in this direction

The two things I liked best about this 
workshop were:

Diversity of presenters and people attending.  Good mix of 
government, industry, regulators (and municipality)

Table top discussions Strongly Agree

Concurrent sessions Strongly Agree

Plenary and keynotes Strongly Agree

BMP presentations Agree

Demos (IMES) Neutral

Closing conversations Agree

Pecha Kucha Agree

What aspect of this workshop would you 
change?  

I enjoy more interactive discussions - there were some parts 
of this workshop that didn't have that.  Interesting idea - bit 
of a game - potentially something individually interactive to 
get discussions going. Ex. Have a website/ app set up where 
you sign in to interact with the room - questions on the 
project, individuals use their phone/ tablet/ laptop to submit 
a vote/ response

Facilitator created a safe environment for 
me to think  discuss

Strongly Agree
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Any parting words of wisdom None come to mind at the moment
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My objective of this workshop were met Agree

What was your primary motivation for 
attending?

To learn more about BMP's and applicability to new 
provincial wetland policy

What has been your major learning, insight, 
or discovery?

Similar issues, a lot of tools available, a "one stop shot" of 
BMPs and lessons learned is likely very beneficial

Will some of the information shared change 
the way your organization works?

Yes - I have a lot of new questions to ask re: planning and our 
own BMPs and how they might be able to be shared more 
broadly

The two things I liked best about this 
workshop were:

Variety of attendees and information on BMPs

Table top discussions Agree

Concurrent sessions Neutral

Plenary and keynotes Agree

BMP presentations Agree

Demos (IMES) Strongly Disagree

Closing conversations

Pecha Kucha Agree

What aspect of this workshop would you 
change?  

I would not have done the Demo's - don't think they added 
value in how they were done.  Information on them fine - 
but clicking through was not effective.  Better, more formal 
concurrent session - in separate rooms where I could have 
seen more.  The presentations I did go to were AWESOME!

Facilitator created a safe environment for 
me to think  discuss

Strongly Agree

Any parting words of wisdom
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My objective of this workshop were met Agree

What was your primary motivation for 
attending?

Find out what boreal BMPs exist

What has been your major learning, insight, 
or discovery?

There are lots of new BMPs / applying innovation in recent 
years

Will some of the information shared change 
the way your organization works?

Identified and maybe consider use of BMPs (maybe specific) 
in approvals

The two things I liked best about this 
workshop were:

Networking - lots of presentations & information

Table top discussions Agree

Concurrent sessions Agree

Plenary and keynotes Agree

BMP presentations Strongly Agree

Demos (IMES) Neutral

Closing conversations

Pecha Kucha Agree

What aspect of this workshop would you 
change?  

Facilitator created a safe environment for 
me to think  discuss

Agree

Any parting words of wisdom
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My objective of this workshop were met Agree

What was your primary motivation for 
attending?

Connect with people and identify some new ideas for 
discussions internally

What has been your major learning, insight, 
or discovery?

Many people share similar views on future outcomes re: 
wetlands

Will some of the information shared change 
the way your organization works?

I intend to bring information back.  I can lead the horse to 
water…

The two things I liked best about this 
workshop were:

Small table top discussions and time to connect with others 
during breaks

Table top discussions Strongly Agree

Concurrent sessions Strongly Agree

Plenary and keynotes Agree

BMP presentations Strongly Agree

Demos (IMES) Agree

Closing conversations Agree

Pecha Kucha Agree

What aspect of this workshop would you 
change?  

Concurrent session in separate rooms

Facilitator created a safe environment for 
me to think  discuss

Strongly Agree

Any parting words of wisdom Thank you.  Please follow up with all of us to maintain 
momentum
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My objective of this workshop were met Agree

What was your primary motivation for 
attending?

To see what was happening with BMP development in AB 
and determine applicability in the Yukon

What has been your major learning, insight, 
or discovery?

Surprised that the understanding of BMPs for peatlands is at 
early stages in a place with relatively high disturbance

Will some of the information shared change 
the way your organization works?

The two things I liked best about this 
workshop were:

The variety of presentations and discussions

Table top discussions Neutral

Concurrent sessions Agree

Plenary and keynotes Agree

BMP presentations Agree

Demos (IMES) Neutral

Closing conversations

Pecha Kucha Neutral

What aspect of this workshop would you 
change?  

Facilitator created a safe environment for 
me to think  discuss

Agree

Any parting words of wisdom
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My objective of this workshop were met Agree

What was your primary motivation for 
attending?

Learning about wetlands and the wetland policy

What has been your major learning, insight, 
or discovery?

The knowledge gap in wetland research, innovation, and 
technology

Will some of the information shared change 
the way your organization works?

Yes.  Once knowledge as been passed on.

The two things I liked best about this 
workshop were:

The open dialogue and the table top discussions

Table top discussions Strongly Agree

Concurrent sessions Strongly Agree

Plenary and keynotes Agree

BMP presentations Agree

Demos (IMES) Disagree

Closing conversations Agree

Pecha Kucha Neutral

What aspect of this workshop would you 
change?  

Longer table top discussion length

Facilitator created a safe environment for 
me to think  discuss

Strongly Agree

Any parting words of wisdom Longer discussion on the new Alberta Wetland Policy
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My objective of this workshop were met Agree

What was your primary motivation for 
attending?

Build a better understanding on new wetland policy and 
methods to achieve compliance

What has been your major learning, insight, 
or discovery?

The policy will potentially result in code of practice 
amendments to include BMPs

Will some of the information shared change 
the way your organization works?

I hope to use this information to better guide consultants in 
the type of recommendations I want and what opinions I'd 
like construction to consider

The two things I liked best about this 
workshop were:

Informal environment and appropriate opportunities for 
networking

Table top discussions Strongly Agree

Concurrent sessions Strongly Agree

Plenary and keynotes Strongly Agree

BMP presentations Strongly Agree

Demos (IMES) Disagree

Closing conversations Agree

Pecha Kucha Agree

What aspect of this workshop would you 
change?  

Facilitator created a safe environment for 
me to think  discuss

Strongly Agree

Any parting words of wisdom
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My objective of this workshop were met Agree

What was your primary motivation for 
attending?

See what others are doing, share challenges, look for 
consistency between jurisdictions

What has been your major learning, insight, 
or discovery?

That others are not as far along as I assumed they were and 
that we can apply lessons learned and BMPs between sectors

Will some of the information shared change 
the way your organization works?

Not sure

The two things I liked best about this 
workshop were:

Table top discussions Strongly Agree

Concurrent sessions Strongly Agree

Plenary and keynotes Strongly Agree

BMP presentations Strongly Agree

Demos (IMES) Strongly Agree

Closing conversations Strongly Agree

Pecha Kucha Strongly Agree

What aspect of this workshop would you 
change?  

Need more … IMES? (hard to read writing)

Facilitator created a safe environment for 
me to think  discuss

Strongly Agree

Any parting words of wisdom
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My objective of this workshop were met Agree

What was your primary motivation for 
attending?

Information

What has been your major learning, insight, 
or discovery?

There are a lot of people all working to a common goal

Will some of the information shared change 
the way your organization works?

Yes.  Ongoing use of presented info

The two things I liked best about this 
workshop were:

The second day was more on the practice

Table top discussions Strongly Agree

Concurrent sessions

Plenary and keynotes Agree

BMP presentations Neutral

Demos (IMES) Agree

Closing conversations

Pecha Kucha Agree

What aspect of this workshop would you 
change?  

I would lean more to the practical

Facilitator created a safe environment for 
me to think  discuss

Strongly Agree

Any parting words of wisdom
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My objective of this workshop were met Strongly Agree

What was your primary motivation for 
attending?

Building new relationships with other industries and gaining 
new information on lessoning the impacts to the 
environment and wetlands specifically

What has been your major learning, insight, 
or discovery?

We are all trying to achieve better compliance and lowering 
our impact

Will some of the information shared change 
the way your organization works?

Possibly

The two things I liked best about this 
workshop were:

High volume of information and quality of the presentations

Table top discussions Agree

Concurrent sessions Strongly Agree

Plenary and keynotes Agree

BMP presentations Strongly Agree

Demos (IMES) Agree

Closing conversations Agree

Pecha Kucha Agree

What aspect of this workshop would you 
change?  

The final sessions should have more room for the audience, I 
was in the back row and couldn’t heat the details of the 
presentation

Facilitator created a safe environment for 
me to think  discuss

Strongly Agree

Any parting words of wisdom
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My objective of this workshop were met Agree

What was your primary motivation for 
attending?

To learn and understand the implications of new wetland 
policy on crown lands.  Understand BMPs on peatlands and 
minerals.  Innovative construction techniques - access roads 
on peatlands/ uplands

What has been your major learning, insight, 
or discovery?

Construction of access roads, wetland function, different 
techniques, mitigation measures and conservation values.  
BMPs associated with different types of projects

Will some of the information shared change 
the way your organization works?

The two things I liked best about this 
workshop were:

Thorsten's presentation about the new wetland policy and 
BMPs and the working session on the websites

Table top discussions Strongly Agree

Concurrent sessions Strongly Agree

Plenary and keynotes Strongly Agree

BMP presentations Strongly Agree

Demos (IMES) Strongly Agree

Closing conversations Strongly Agree

Pecha Kucha

What aspect of this workshop would you 
change?  

Facilitator created a safe environment for 
me to think  discuss

Any parting words of wisdom
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My objective of this workshop were met Strongly Agree

What was your primary motivation for 
attending?

Increased appreciation for state of knowledge, tools, and 
opportunities for improved conservation and improved 
management of wetland biome…. Traditionally government 
passively considered in forest management (or mitigates 
only at site- operational level at best to date)

What has been your major learning, insight, 
or discovery?

1. Confirmation of collaborative interest within sectors and 
between sectors on addressing gaps and opportunities.  2. 
Environment Canada - WetlandsNetwork product. 3. DUC 
willingness to be a potential rally point for organizations to 
pool capacity to develop BMP repository (or enhance/ 
anchor Environment Canada's product)

Will some of the information shared change 
the way your organization works?

It has opportunity to inform a vision on improving: i) 
integration of upland and wetland management effort ii) 
integrating research/science investigation on upland: 
wetland interaction (ecosystem function).  
Wetland management objective and BMPs are parts of the 
opportunity for a more holistic, inclusive approach to 
ecosystem based management

The two things I liked best about this 
workshop were:

Very diverse attendants and well facilitated, diverse 
presentations

Table top discussions Strongly Agree

Concurrent sessions Agree

Plenary and keynotes Agree

BMP presentations Agree

Demos (IMES) Agree

Closing conversations

Pecha Kucha Agree

What aspect of this workshop would you 
change?  
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Facilitator created a safe environment for 
me to think  discuss

Strongly Agree

Any parting words of wisdom BMP reference material ideally needs speak not only to 
technical aspects (what's and how's) but also i) efficacy 
(known or unknown) ii) context for deployment (where and 
where not) iii) viability iv) clarity of connection to its core 
purpose (values and objectives).  Each BMP needs to answer 
these 2 things
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My objective of this workshop were met Agree

What was your primary motivation for 
attending?

Better understand implementation of new wetland policy 
and understand what tools are already available to help me.  
And networking

What has been your major learning, insight, 
or discovery?

No one actually has an answer for how to do this, it's not 
black and white

Will some of the information shared change 
the way your organization works?

I hope to ensure we have a strong understanding of 
hydrology across wetlands and how construction impacts it.

The two things I liked best about this 
workshop were:

1. variety of information available 2. People were open to a 
discussion and understanding that its not black and white

Table top discussions Agree

Concurrent sessions Agree

Plenary and keynotes Strongly Agree

BMP presentations Agree

Demos (IMES) Disagree

Closing conversations Neutral

Pecha Kucha Neutral

What aspect of this workshop would you 
change?  

Give more time to speakers explaining how practices are 
planned to be implemented and spend about half the time 
on available website tools.  Pecha kucha was good for 
encouraging open conversations.  Room made it difficult to 
hear concurrent sessions at times.

Facilitator created a safe environment for 
me to think  discuss

Strongly Agree

Any parting words of wisdom Coordinate future work on watershed planning and advisory 
councils (WPACs), there are a large support/ stakeholder in 
my view
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My objective of this workshop were met Agree

What was your primary motivation for 
attending?

Together better understanding of reclamation techniques 
and best management practices for disturbed wetlands

What has been your major learning, insight, 
or discovery?

We are at early stages of research with experiments but not 
necessarily solutions for heavy disturbances

Will some of the information shared change 
the way your organization works?

No but it has confirmed our path

The two things I liked best about this 
workshop were:

The presentations on the second day

Table top discussions Neutral

Concurrent sessions Strongly Agree

Plenary and keynotes Agree

BMP presentations Strongly Agree

Demos (IMES) Strongly Agree

Closing conversations Agree

Pecha Kucha Neutral

What aspect of this workshop would you 
change?  

Facilitator created a safe environment for 
me to think  discuss

Agree

Any parting words of wisdom
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My objective of this workshop were met Strongly Agree

What was your primary motivation for 
attending?

Shared information/ agreed upon need/ move forward to 
next steps.  Strategic action

What has been your major learning, insight, 
or discovery?

We all share a common vision and see the need

Will some of the information shared change 
the way your organization works?

yes.  Certain point of access for material and network of 
support group (partners) going forward.

The two things I liked best about this 
workshop were:

Excellent participation/ representation and good facilitation!

Table top discussions Agree

Concurrent sessions Neutral

Plenary and keynotes Agree

BMP presentations Agree

Demos (IMES) Agree

Closing conversations Agree

Pecha Kucha

What aspect of this workshop would you 
change?  

Reduce number of concurrent sessions to more focused 
(strategic need) presentations

Facilitator created a safe environment for 
me to think  discuss

Strongly Agree

Any parting words of wisdom Thank you!
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